


By John Barnett

Castellated  
beams provide new  
possibilities in parking 
facility design.
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A rchitect John Capdevielle, II, Baton Rouge, La., says the tendency 
for those in his profession to get set in their ways is natural. De-
spite being in his mid-60s, he is resisting that tendency because 

new technology and new construction materials can bring improved 
performance and reduced costs to his clients. That is why he is interested 
in castellated beams.
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Capdevielle notes that the castellated beam has been 
part of a structural steel approach that has been around 
for years, but is still not well known among architects. 
The profession needs to know about it, he says, because 
the castellated beam can be a better alternative to tradi-
tionally used concrete beams, wide-flange steel beams, 
and steel joists. And when designers and builders come 
to understand the cost and performance advantages of 
the castellated beam, he says, they can base a project on 
leveraging those unique advantages.

Beam Advantages
A major advantage is a smaller floor-to-floor profile than 
other beams because ductwork can be worked underneath 
or into the holes of the shallow beams, which are easy 
to line up. Another advantage is a lighter structure that 
results from the use of fewer members to create more 
open spaces, which also reduces foundation costs. The 
beams have the same structural integrity as wide-flange 
solid web beams, but can o�er a more e�cient use of 
steel. They help reduce floor bounce and are often made 
of recycled materials, Capdevielle says.

“The castellated beam has changed my outlook on 
parking garage design, because the beam is ideal for 
longer spans and shallower depths, it eliminates extra 
interior posts and columns, and it will keep the size of 
the garage elevation down compared to the adjacent 
building,” Capdevielle says. He recommends thinking 
about all that the castellated beam approach can do, and 
then making the design adhere to those capabilities.

“To help lead the way, as an architect, all I need to 
do is to retool my thinking process,” Capdevielle says.

Design Considerations
Betty M. Corkwell, PE, design engineer for castellated 
beam manufacturer New Millennium Building Systems, 
Continental, Ohio, notes that it’s possible to produce a 
single 90-foot FreeSpan™ beam section and that even 
greater lengths can be achieved when necessary by using 
multiple spliced sections. Any required infill sections 
can be manually welded for special connection points.

To produce the beam, manufacturers start with an 
AISC standard designation beam that has a continuous 
web, cut a zigzag pattern along the web, shift it, and put 
it back together (see Figure 1). “When we do that, we 
increase the depth,” she says. “The rule of thumb is one 
and a half times the root beam depth, depending on the 
cutting pattern we use.”

Because of the unique concept behind the beam, 
Corkwell must use di�erent design characteristics 
than she would for traditional pieces. The castellated 
beam behaves di�erently under loading stresses than 
a conventional beam would. According to Corkwell, 
the stresses are more “global” with a castellated 
beam. “It’s just something you don’t have to design 
for when you’re designing a standard wide-flange 
section beam,” she says, adding that she often assists 
engineers who are contemplating the use of castellated 
beams in facilities.

Her company typically produces castellated beams in 
60-foot spans, and their strength is dictated by the facility 
where they will be in service. “In typical garage loading 
requirements, a beam about 30 inches deep, designed 
at 60 pounds per foot with composite construction, 
will have strength and serviceability requirements,” 

Ideal for wide span, 
wide open bay 
designs, castellated 
beams have a 
greater strength-
to-weight ratio than 
conventional wide 
flange steel beams 
and their strength 
can be precisely 
matched to loads.
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Long-span freedom

FreeSpan™ castellated and cellular beams
Open up your design possibilities. Engineered as a cost-effective long-span structural alternative. Longer spans erect faster. 

Lighter framing reduces column and footing sizes. Web openings allow mechanical, electrical and plumbing to pass through.
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